
Hailed from Detroit, Michigan with an upbringing from the Mid West, 
education from society and knowledge from the Entertainment Industry’s 
professionals’ is an extremely rare individual: Darius Howard! He has 
graced the stage along side many celebrities all across the world. He is a true 
leader in the community, who has volunteered at many events. Darius is one 
of the founding members of the Non-Profit Organization: Project Face to 
Face who started the Hope for the Hood annual Christmas event in coalition 
with Toys for Tots – where they hand out free toys to the children in the 
community of Menlo Park, CA. Darius has multiple talents: as an Artist his 
linguistic skills are immeasurable, using metaphors and inspiration from real 
life experiences in a poetic harmony. As a Promoter, Mr. Howard is persistent 
and determined to give each event and celebrity the most recognition. As an 
Account Executive, he single hands each project and nurtures it as his own. 
Mr. Howard’s distribution techniques are uncompromising, he has this way of 
accessing the world, as if everyone he knew were on the tips of his fingers. If 
you ever need a Host, Mr. Howard is your man, consider him “the one man 
band!” He will keep you entertained, make you laugh and most of all make 
sure that you have fun. He is very aware of the needs of others and puts his 
best effort to satisfy those necessities. As an Artist Repertoire, Mr. Howard 
cuts no corners, you can confide in him and trust that you are receiving the 
best representation. Not only does his company Neva No Ent. provide 
entertainment of every form, the organization also assists with the 
development of other entertainment companies. Mr. Howard is truly a “Jack 
of All Trades” with all the tools, experience and knowledge to carry out 

anything requested of him. – Corrine Panisi 

DARIUS ”BEZ” HOWARD
*Founder & C.E.O. of NEVA NO ENT. *Community Leader 

*Member & Founder of Non-Profit Organization: Project Face to Face 
*Artist *Promoter*Account Executive *Distributor *Event Host *A&R
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CELEBRITIES*Yukmouth Jerold Dwight Ellis III, (born October 18, 1974 
in Oakland, California) better known by his stage name: 
Yukmouth, is an American rapper from East Oakland, California. 
He is the founder of The Regime, Smoke-A-Lot Records and 
Godzilla Entertainment. He is a member of Thug Lordz with C-
Bo. He is a member of the rap duo Luniz along with Numskull. 
Luniz recorded the weed anthem: "I Got 5 on It.” He went on to 
sign a solo record deal at J-Prince's Rap-a-Lot Records, releasing 
four albums. His double album debut on the label, entitled: 
Thugged Out: The Albulation went gold. Under his own label, he 
has released DVD’s and compilation albums, such as the United 
Ghettos of America series. Yukmouth is CEO of Smoke-A-Lot 
Records, which is distributed by Rap-a-Lot Records. The label is 
home to established artists such as Luniz, Dru Down, Thug 
Lordz, (Yukmouth, C-Bo & Spice1), The Regime, and Yukmouth 
himself. 
*Samuel Monroe Jr.
Monroe has appeared as a guest actor on television shows; 
however, he was also featured in the films Menace II Society, Set 
It Off, Don't Be A Menace To South Central While Drinking Your 
Juice In The Hood, Tales from the Hood, Detroit G Code, and The 
Players Club. 
*Spice 1 His self-titled debut was a vivid and fatalistic gangsta 
album, and his hard-edged, angry, and pessimistic rapping style and 
tone only added to the despair emanating from the disc. He followed 
it with an even more bitter and nihilistic release, 187 He Wrote in 
1993, complete with simulated gunfire. Other releases included 
1995's Sick and 1997's Black Bossalini (aka Dr. Bomb From Da 
Bay). Immortalized followed two years later, and in the spring of 
2000 Spice 1 returned with Last Dance and Playa Rich Project. A 
sequel to the latter brought him into 2002, while the Spiceberg Slim 
album came out that summer. Unlike many rappers in his position, 
Spice 1 did not suffer a critical backlash from such a high volume of 
releases in such a short amount of time. He continued to change with 
the times, and that reflected on his consistent sales and unwavering 
fanbase.
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CELEBRITIES

Delanie Walker
*E-40With millions of records sold, 
nationwide sold out shows, loved by both 
the streets and respected amongst his 
peers, without question E-40 continues to 
reign supreme. Empowering a familiar 
cliché that states, “If it’s not broke, don’t 
fix it” the Revenue Retrievin’ series 
continues and the most underrated rapper 
returns with two brand new albums 
entitled “Revenue Retrievin’ Graveyard 
Shift” and “Revenue Retrievin” Overtime 
Shift.” March 29, 2011 will mark the 
release of the 15th and 16th albums from 
one of the biggest rap artist to come from 
the west coast. Artists T-Pain, Tech N9ne 
in addition to E-40’s bay area 
conglomerate Guce, Black C of RBL Posse, 
Laroo, Turf Talk, Cousin Fik, J. Stalin and 
The Click all grace the forth coming 
albums. E-40 and his son Droop-E who 
also raps and produces will once again 
share Executive Producer credits on both 
lb
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CELEBRITIES *Andre Nickatina
Born and raised in the Fillmore District of 
San Francisco, Andre Nickatina has been a 
Hip-Hop/Rap luminary since the release of 
his critically acclaimed debut, “The New 
Jim Jones.”
*LoveRance
(Born Rance Love Oliver II) is an 
American rapper, producer and DJ from 
the California Bay Area. He is best known 
for his single "Up!" featuring 50 Cent and 
produced by IamSu!. ”Up!” hit number 46 
on the US Billboard Hot 100 and number 
two on the Rap charts.

* GoGettas

Andre Nickatina

DJ Maniakal
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COMMUNITY SERVICE & NON-PROFIT 

Logo by Artist: Bella M.
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WEBSITE LINKS:
*Bez’s Facebook link:
https://www.facebook.com/bez.daboss?fref=ts

QUOTES:
“I have never seen so much talent in one person like Darius Howard; and 
he knows what to do with it all!” – Corrine Panisi

MEDIA LINKS:

*Link to Bez’s live show @ The Agenda in San Jose, CA 
2013 – produced by Franklin Wright:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bFFE7Qf5inE

*Bez’s Reverbnation link:
http://www.reverbnation.com/bezdaboss

QUOTES * WEBSITE LINKS * MEDIA LINKS

https://www.facebook.com/bez.daboss?fref=ts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bFFE7Qf5inE
http://www.reverbnation.com/bezdaboss
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